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Body 
 
In the end, all the resistance you have, or even ‘are’, is (your) (deep) resistance to the 

Body, to Bodiness, to denseness, to ‘matter’ if you want, to Living (here) as Body, Being 
Present as (Conscious) Body. 

You hate the Body, even your own, although you don’t know or hardly. Some people 
are (a bit) more aware of their hate for the Body, especially some women. They know they 
want to be freed from the (big) burden that (Being in and as) Body is or seems to be. 

This moment I feel overwhelmed by the big difficulty and impossible task to describe 
(for a little already) how incredibly stuck you are – without knowing even. Just a fingertip 
you know of. 

You have really no slightest idea how all the time the Body Wants to Unravel – by 
Itself, how all the time you block this from Happening, how the so intelligent ‘you’ prevents 
this, prevents ‘you’ from Dying in(to) the Body. You have goddamn no idea, no feeling 
whatsoever about it. You courageously hold on to your cramp. And at the same time you want 
to squeeze some intelligence in it, you want to be free, happy, or Realize Truth or whatever 
success-story. 

You add some borrowed and so-called wisdom hére, you add some energetic puffing-
up thére etc. etc., all not to feel what the so-called stupid, dead, lifeless, unknowing Body 
Wants, not to let Disappear your (suppressed) addiction to wanting in(to) the Reality of the 
Body. The Body is the Only One Who Knows. It is without exaggeration Endlessly more 
Intelligent than you... By some ‘mistake’ of nature you – as unmanifested being – started to 
identify with intelligence. This is totally ridiculous. Absurdum Totalitum. Perfect Nonsense. 
Nice-smelling Bullshit. 

Your Body Knows. You don’t Know. 
Wholistic Truth was Realized Here, as this Presence, only because the Body was 

Allowed, to Live Its Intelligence, here on earth, to Unravel, Uncontract all the cramp It 
inevitably had to associate with. 

Resistance to the Body is resistance to Truth. It is resistance to Incarnate (Truly and at 
all). It is convicting yourself to look from the sidelines to what life could have been, if… 

The Body is not (the one ‘who’ is) unconscious. You are (that one). You are 
unconscious. The Body is Part of the One, the One Itself. You try (still) to separate from the 
One. The Body Is Consciousness. Don’t you See, for god’s sake? No, you don’t, for you’re 
not Here, Present as (Seeing) Body. Don’t you See: you cannot See without the Body! This is 
crucial (to Know). 

The Body is just to be Allowed Its Display of Intelligence. Its Following of the 
Natural uncramping movements Does the Whole Work. Your suffering is your mind, craving 
for wisdom, for matter, for nice feelings, for whatever, for Wholeness even: Wholeness of 
Body and Mind, which is Ridiculous for you just don’t Allow It, the Wholeness to Be. The 
mind has to know better than the body. Yes? All right, then stay in your lonely (Male) world, 
your world of divisions, your treating the body as a (necessary but unfortunate) thing – look 
only in the hospitals, how disgusting is this all. 
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You cannot mend the body. The Body can only Mend ‘you’, ‘you’ as a separation-
addicted victim of your own refusal of Intelligence (Which is the Whole). The Body is the 
Whole. 

The Body Knows exactly how to Guide ‘you’ to Your very Own Impersonal Truth. 
But no, you are too arrogant, that is: too afraid, to Listen to ‘your’ body, to Body, to Follow 
It. You have to prove you’re better than the Body, more interesting, more worth, you have 
something to say, something to get, you’re much too busy to Listen to a stupid ignorant Body. 

And here we are. At the payoff. You’re (totally) lost. Craving (even unconsciously) 
for your own truth, running like a slave after your (spiritual and material) interests. The Body 
has no interests. It doesn’t understand your language. It Knows, without (separate) 
understanding. 

The Body looks by Itself for all cramped places, spots and Goes there, with 
movement(s), with energy, with Its attention. It countermoves by Itself your karmic stuckness, 
contraction – if Allowed, and not fought against (with all means that Unconsciousness has). 
Feel this. Feel this Actually, Whole-Bodily, Happening, Now, this very moment. See, Feel, 
how (Divine) Breath Comes back if You Allow Spontaneous (counter-)movements. 
Experience how You are enlivened, how the Body Itself Is Life. And remember your pitiful 
petty ‘life’ as mind and laugh. Roar. Roar as Life. As Body. Kill the Ego by laughing the 
lifeless mind at its face. 

The Body is the Master. I Am the Body. I Fully Realized the (Being) Body. I Am the 
Master. But you like to listen to Masters (or better: teachers, or books, or yourself) who ‘help’ 
you getting away from Body for the Body is associated with Pain. Let’s get out of there. As 
soon and profound as possible. Let’s create all kinds of practices to ‘get out’. If You Allow 
Me, I’ll Guide you (back) into the Body, into Your Own Truth. By Following the Body 
instead of (suppressedly aggressively) demanding the body to follow the (endless wishes of) 
the mind. 

You have no idea of the extent of your suffering being not (in) the Body. Because of 
not Being (in) the Body you indeed do not Know (your suffering). If You Finally Realized the 
Body, Life as Body, then you really will Learn to suffer, for you’ll Consciously Feel all 
people’s resistance to (Live, Consciously) as Body. You’ll have to Feel their aggression to 
(the) Body, their tight clinging to separation of body and mind. Very Painful. 

 
From your (egoic) perspective ‘I’, this Body, must seem very alone, being a rare or 

maybe even the only Body having Realized Itself (as Consciousness). In Reality it is the 
opposite. You are all, necessarily, alone as long as you’re not living in and as Body, but as 
from Life separate mind trying to meet, contact each other, which is inherently (very) limited. 
Paradoxically, as (Conscious) Body, there is no urge to (have to) meet other Bodies for this 
urge is in fact part of your state of separation. In Oneness, in Bodiness, in Nothing-
Excludedness, there is no separation, no need for contact, for It is Already there. I, as Body, 
am never lonely. I am Married to Unconsciousness of the mind. All the time your loneliness 
(and even your unFelt view on loneliness) is with Me, with and in Consciousness. Realizing 
the Inherent Pain that loneliness is Melts all loneliness. Not Realizing your loneliness as not-
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Body means being convicted to stay existing as loneliness, as unFelt Pain, as unLived 
Through Karma, or as un-unraveled Body-cramp. A Totally unraveled Body Realized Itself: 
Body, and at the Same time, Only No-Bodiness. This means Only Realization of, that is: 
Complete, Wholistic Surrender into Bodiness Makes One Truly Realize No-Bodiness, as 
(Ultimate) Oneness of Body and No-Bodiness, or of the Form and the Formless. As long as 
you keep on trying to nestle in your resistance to Body, to Pain, you can never Realize the 
One. 

The old, stuck breath Wants to go out by Itself. It just needs to be Allowed. Allowing 
is not doing something, but Stopping doing anything, Stopping holding on to a(n 
unconscious) cramp. Your Whole Body moves along with this letting out, releasing of (all 
that is) old, old breath. Breath is the Reflection and Actualization (and Allowance) of the One 
Only Existing Divine Process. 

You, Beyond yourself, Exist as a Feeling-Mechanism, as Feeling Itself. You, that is: 
every Egoless, that is: non Body-resistant Moment, Already Feel that and how the Body 
Wants to undo Its own cramp as ‘untrue’ (or: from Consciousness separated) body. Feeling is 
Following, Allowing. I, The Body Does It all. You can’t Do anything. If You Allow Me, 
Feeling, You’ll get Incarnated. See You soon. 


